‘Unfocused groups’: lessons learnt amid remote focus groups in the Philippines
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ABSTRACT
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has required tremendous shifts in data collection techniques. While an emerging body of research has described experiences conducting remote interviews, less attention has been paid to focus group discussions (FGDs). Herein, we present experiences conducting remote FGDs (n=9) with healthcare workers and caretakers of small children in the Philippines. We used ‘Facebook Messenger Room’ (FBMR), the preferred platform of participants. Despite some success, we generally encountered considerable challenges in terms of recruiting, retaining and moderating remote FGDs, particularly among caretakers of small children. Finding a quiet, private place proved unfeasible for many participants, who were juggling family demands in tight quarters. Connectivity issues and technological missteps compromised the flow of FGDs and minimised the ability to share and compare ideas. For the research team, remote FGDs resulted in a dramatic role shift for note-takers—from being passive observers to active tech supporters, chatbox referees and co-moderators (when audio disruptions occurred). Finally, we note that remote FGDs via FBMR are associated with ethical complexities, particularly as participants often chose to use their personal Facebook accounts, which can compromise anonymity. We developed and continuously refined strategies to mitigate challenges, but ultimately decided to forgo FGDs. We urge fellow researchers with more successful experiences to guide the field in terms of capturing high-quality data that respond to research questions, while also contending with privacy concerns, both in online spaces, as well as physical privacy despite lockdowns in tight quarters.

INTRODUCTION
As qualitative researchers, we rely heavily on human interactions and engagements to reveal a wealth of information pertaining to lived experiences.12 In light of the emergence of various tools for online data collection and the difficulty of conducting data collection in person during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, several scholars have offered guidance on methodological and practical adaptations when conducting remote interviews.34 Herein, we complement these lessons with insights on another key methodology for qualitative research—focus group discussions (FGDs).

FGDs involve bringing together people with similar experiences or backgrounds to explore a specific topic of interest, encouraging them to talk and compare ideas as a means to capture holistic views and social norms.5 6 This form of data collection emphasises (sub)cultural values or group norms,5 making the technique a valuable component within the qualitative toolbox.7–10

Traditionally, FGDs, like most qualitative research, have relied on in-person interactions. But as technology becomes more accessible, researchers have begun testing and refining remote communication options, including remote FGDs.11–20 Several studies have conducted remote FGDs, for example, using platforms such as WhatsApp (among young, digitally fluent individuals in Singapore16 and Kenya21), Zoom (among surgical patients in the USA25), or Facebook (FB) secret groups (among mothers in the USA13 and among military spouses in Australia19).
Some scholars also developed their own platforms to conduct remote FGDs, including chat rooms developed on a web-based platform with young persons in Sweden. These methods were identified as promising alternatives to in-person FGDs, but mostly built on experiences from populations within high-income countries or populations within low/middle-income countries (LMICs) who are young and digitally savvy. Guidance on different platforms and their potential to reach populations in LMICs with a lower digital literacy is limited.

In this paper, we discuss our experiences conducting remote FGDs using the newly developed platform ‘FB Messenger Room’ (FBMR), and the trade-offs in choosing this platform as opposed to others. We also present our general experiences conducting remote FGDs, including how we ourselves initially struggled with this shift, how the notetaker’s role in the FGDs changed, and the differences in recruiting and retaining participants.

‘Project SALUBONG’ and our research team
The FGDs described in this article were conducted as part of a larger mixed-method study on vaccine hesitancy in the Philippines. Using human-centred design, the research examines how families and providers feel about vaccines, how their attitudes and perceptions of vaccines have changed over time, and how individuals feel about an intervention to promote vaccine confidence.

The members of our research team have previously designed, implemented, and evaluated health interventions to address neglected and infectious diseases (eg, childhood pneumonia, leprosy, malaria, helminths, schistosomiasis, etc) across health facilities in the Philippines drawing on a range of qualitative techniques. The two lead authors of this study (MFA and VE), who led the FGDs presented here, have more than two decades of combined experiences moderating or facilitating in-person FGDs.

Choice of platform and preliminary considerations
Our FGDs were initially planned to be conducted in person. However, in March 2020, the Philippines was placed under community lockdown, including movement restrictions in Metro Manila and neighbouring regions (including Calabarzon region, which is our study site). This abrupt shift required Filipinos, especially employees and students, to heavily depend on the internet for remote learning and working.

In this context, and considering the timely nature of our research topic, we decided to shift data collection online. Initially, we considered using Zoom to conduct FGDs as it provides a range of privacy controls and features, and as our team was already familiar with it. However, based on previous experience when conducting remote in-depth interviews (IDIs), we decided to give participants the option to choose among several platforms including: FB messenger, Zoom, Skype and Google Meet. Our target participants described a high level of familiarity and general preference for FB Messenger, which made it our top choice.

FBMR, introduced by FB in April 2020, allows users to create a room and invite anyone, with or without an FB account, to join a video call. Designed to compete with other platforms, FBMR presents an alternative for hosting group calls with up to 50 people, with no limits in terms of call duration and with built-in controls for privacy and security. With these built-in controls, administrators can lock rooms and remove individual participants. Participants can leave rooms at any time and report rooms to FB administration. However, FBMR lacks end-to-end encryption, which is offered by similar applications, and poses a number of privacy concerns outlined below (see the ‘Privacy settings and ethical complexities: a word of caution’ subsection below).

Platforms and services provided by FB are highly accessible and accepted in the Philippines. As of January 2020, the Philippines has an estimated 73 million social media users (among a total population of 107 million as of 2019), an 8.6% increase from April 2019, with an expected increase to 88 million by 2025. Filipinos spend an average of 10 hours a day online (more than any other country) with a rising dependence on mobile internet and smartphones. Philippine phone network providers offer packages that compel FB usage (ie, free use of FB, but limited to browsing, posting, liking and sharing FB posts, or steeply discounted data packages that entail unlimited use of FB with certain data premiums). This has resulted in a tremendous spread of FB in the country, which is further accelerated by the efforts of news sources, political actors and social networks to engage directly with people through this platform.

As at least one prominent observer has noted that in the Philippines, the use of the internet is nearly synonymous with the use of FB.

We conducted a detailed comparison of the two leading potential platforms, FBMR and Zoom (see online supplemental table 1), comparing relevant aspects such as data usage consumption, subscription requirements and fees (which would determine affordability), as well as privacy settings and additional features such as session recording. Based on these considerations and the fact that most participants within our broader study consistently expressed preference for FB as a platform, FBMR emerged as the preferable tool. At the time of writing, we have conducted nine FGDs using FBMR; four with community health workers (n=20; aged 31–60 years), and five with parents (n=27; aged 16–55 years), who have previously refused or accepted vaccines for their children (divided by decision-making pattern).

Preparing and conducting FGDs on FBMR
Prior to shifting FGDs to FBMR, we undertook the following training and preparation exercises for our team: (a) a brief introduction by an information technology (IT) expert (JRG) on FBMR’s features and how...
Remote FGD procedure | Adaptations and recommendations
---|---
Setting up FGD session
- Obtain informed consent (individually, online, prior to FGD session).
- Search and verify FB Messenger accounts of participants.
- Create FBMR (‘Anyone with the Link’ option should be selected when creating the room).
- Copy and send meeting link to participants.
- Send participants a reminder message (ie, short background of the activity, date, time).
- Confirm participants have accepted the invitation on their FB Messenger prior to the session.
- Provide participants with load cards/mobile data credit (ensures connectivity of participants and minimises their expenses).
- Advise participants to look for a quiet private place, if available.
- Ask participants for their FB Messenger account name and any description of their profile picture (eg, photo colour, background, wearing hat, etc) to ensure that only study participants are invited to the room.
- Provide those without an FB Messenger account with the meeting link and information on how to join via text or any other messaging application.
- Advise participants to update FB Messenger application prior to the FGD to avoid difficulties when trying to join the FGD.

Executing the FGD
- Anyone with the link can automatically join, so ensure that only verified participants are accepted.
- Discuss session rules, highlighting those pertinent to an online format (eg, not recording the session, no photos or screen grabs).
- Introduce yourself as the moderator and the notetaker (as well as any additional study staff, such as IT specialist).
- Make use of the ‘mute participants’ function (available to the person who created the room, that is, the notetaker) to minimise background noise. However, only participants can unmute themselves (remind them to unmute when answering).
- Be attentive for cues indicating participants being distracted (eg, doing household chores or activities at the side). Call them, ask their viewpoints, and bring them back to the conversation. Use ‘roll calls’ when necessary.
- Type questions in the chat (notetaker) in case some participants have difficulties hearing the questions.

End of session
- Close the room (click ‘end’).
- Delete any remaining messages in the room group chat.
- Keep track of participants leaving the meeting early, and follow-up with them as needed.
- Note that the in-meeting group chat remains accessible even if the room has ‘ended’ requiring the research team to delete the messages to ensure confidentiality.

**Table 1** Challenges and adaptations of remote FGDs via FBMR

| FB, Facebook; FBMR, FB Messenger Room; FGDs, focus group discussions; IT, information technology. | to navigate FBMR including how to set preferences for the session, how to invite participants to join and how to be in control during the session; (b) a pilot run within the team via FBMR; and (c) the IT expert mentoring and assisting with the workarounds during the first FGDs. Our experiences in the broader research project with general participant recruitment and data collection preparation are outlined elsewhere; we therefore focus on setting up and executing FGD sessions (see table 1).

**Acquiring consent, recording and storing of data**
Participants provided written informed consent individually prior to the FGD; consent forms stated that discussions would take place online. Once participants agreed to participate, they were sent an informed consent form in advance via courier or with the help of local healthcare workers. The process of signing consents was captured during individual recorded FBMR video calls, explaining every part of the consent form and that it would be conducted online using the same platform. The process concluded with a ‘selfie consent’ where the respective participants took a picture while holding their signed consent sheets.

Video and audio recordings were recorded using Movavi Screen Capture (Movavi, V.11), and a physical audio recorder as backup. All data gathered were anonymised, number coded and stored in password-protected computers, and all data will be destroyed after the study completion and publication of findings.

**GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING REMOTE FGDs**
**Notetaker: from ‘passive’ to ‘active’**

The role of a notetaker in an in-person FGD is to take detailed notes during the session, and to capture non-verbal cues and information. Over the course of our remote FGDs, we experienced several circumstances where the notetaker had to assume a more active role.

From setting up the FGD room to following up with participants after a session’s end, the notetaker oversaw logistics: creating the room, inviting participants, video or audio recording the session, contacting the IT on-call in the event of technological problems during sessions and deleting messages in the in-meeting chat box to prevent participants from taking screen grabs of the conversations in the chat. We found that it was often distracting or intrusive to have an IT person in the FGD (as we felt that it created an imbalance in terms of number of research staff vs number of participants and it was challenging in terms of coordinating staff availability), so our notetaker needed to become conversant on IT troubleshooting. The notetaker was in charge of all in-meeting controls (such as muting participants and removing participants) and
followed up with participants who lost connection or had technical problems while the session was underway. Additionally, in cases when the moderator had sudden declines in signal strength or stability, the notetaker stepped in to moderate the discussion. Describing this experience, our notetaker used phrases such as ‘exhausting and stressful’, ‘total madness’, ‘a beautiful disaster’ or ‘like herding cats’.

One limitation of FBMR that transpired during FGDs was that only six participants are visible to the moderator on the computer screen at any time. The notetaker therefore had to assist the moderator in informing who among the other participants wanted to contribute to the discussion. At the end of the meeting, notetakers were responsible for closing the room and the safe keeping of session recordings on top of their typical duties as notetakers (noting non-verbal cues, gauging talking time of participants and following the flow of conversation, etc).

The challenge of recruiting, retaining and engaging participants

Initially, given our preparation efforts, our experiences conducting remote IDIs and our proposed workarounds for FGDs, we felt hopeful that remote FGDs were feasible. However, challenges began even at participant recruitment. The recruitment of participants, particularly of parents of under-5 children, and FGD scheduling were considerable challenges. We relied heavily on healthcare workers to identify participants from local communities, but we felt that this was a restrictive approach compared with community canvassing and snowball methods we would normally employ. We repeatedly experienced participants backing out last minute (citing reasons such as the need to tend to their children, not having time or noting that all family members are present at the houses due to community lockdowns). In community-based FGDs, finding families to replace ‘no shows’ can be mitigated by recanvassing a neighbourhood and inviting participants, which is challenging in online engagements. Furthermore, we found that in-person FGDs, participants are less likely to be no shows or to prematurely depart sessions.

In our remote FGDs, caretakers of small children who signed in from home were especially likely to be distracted. Several mothers described an inability to hear with children present, feedback issues and a temptation to use this ‘alone time’ to check social media updates. FGDs with healthcare workers (even those who are parents of small children) were less often disrupted, which we attribute to the fact that these participants could join from their workplace (in health centres). Across participant types, maintaining interest in the subject matter proved challenging, which participants attributed to technical difficulties that made following the flow of FGDs difficult. We tried to send data bundles, troubleshoot with IT, shorten our guide and simplify our questions, but these did not sufficiently address the problem. We found that we could not gather consensus or further probe on issues because those participants who were not speaking often were not following the conversation. This experience of having trouble maintaining interest and engagement throughout the FGD contrasted sharply with our experiences with remote IDIs where participants could be guided one on one through technical troubles, issues in terms of distraction were much lower, and we generally felt that the data quality was on par with in-person endeavours. In this regard, we felt that many of the measures used to show FGD participants that they are being listened to, and that their opinions and insights matter, especially maintaining eye contact and singular focus on the participants, were very challenging in remote FGDs.

Privacy settings and ethical complexities: a word of caution

We appreciate substantive and important debates regarding privacy settings of FB (eg, end-to-end encryption of video calls, data protection and security, fake accounts, etc). We included steps to mitigate risks and privacy concerns including: (a) screening of the participants prior to invitation (and continuously checking for uninvited participants to be able to remove them immediately, which proved unnecessary in our FGDs); (b) closing the room and deleting in-meeting chats at the end of the session; and (c) creating and communicating ground rules to all participants before the start of the session, that is, no third-party application screen sharing, screen capture or video recording. We acknowledge the possibility that participants may use third-party recording applications to record FGD sessions, or they may screen grab messages amid in-meeting chats. As a precaution, we did not allow participants to type their answers or ideas in the chat (chat replies were allowed only in instances when sound quality was compromised, and clarification was necessary). In general, these concerns mirror ethical and privacy concerns that we view as applicable to all FGDs, where breaches of confidentiality, including unsolicited recording, are possible. Because it is always the responsibility of research teams to take precautions to minimise such risks, we do not view these as fundamental reasons to reject remote FGDs in FBMR.

We are also aware of ethical considerations that relate to identity and identifying features of both FGD participants and the research team. In regard to the former, we recruited participants with the help of community healthcare workers, who established first contact. After confirming (via phone) participants’ desire to partake, and after receiving their permission to contact them via FB Messenger and to confirm their identity via their publicly available FB profile, we reviewed this information to confirm that this appeared to be the same person invited to the data collection activity. This helped us to avoid engagement with fake accounts. Nevertheless, screening participants’ public FB profiles can raise concerns regarding the privacy of these data, and how to systematically limit the consideration of these data to the confirmation of participants’ identity. In terms of our own identity, we decided to use our personal FB Messenger
accounts with profile pictures, as we perceived it to be a more authentic and legitimate approach compared with creating an official FB identity for the study. Nevertheless, the existence of an online identity and the manner in which this online persona and presence may affect our engagement with participants and vice versa merit consideration.

In the interest of promoting a sense of ease, we urged participants to consider the following privacy options: (1) create and use a fake account for the FGD (as long as we could verify their accounts prior to the scheduled remote FGD); (2) rename their existing accounts at the start of the session (reverting to their original account name after the close of the session if they wanted); and/or (3) use private browsers in mobile phones to maintain anonymity towards other participants in the session if they do not want to enter the room using their publicly available FB profile. However, in the FGDs conducted to date, no participants decided to use one of these suggested anonymity-enhancing approaches.

**DISCUSSION**

Collecting research data amid the pandemic offers opportunities for qualitative researchers to develop new strategies to engage individuals residing in hard-to-reach settings. The experiences outlined here, especially the difficulties to keep participants engaged over the course of the FGD, and our perception that the data obtained would not allow comprehensive answers to our research questions, led us to ultimately forgo remote FGDs. In lieu of FGDs, we proceeded with IDIs among community leaders and experts in social media, public relations and social marketing, who we felt could discuss social norms and community-held beliefs in meaningful detail.

Similar to our experiences, researchers in the USA have outlined issues of poor voice and video quality, and unreliable internet access, which are hard to mitigate since these depend on the participant environment and are beyond the control of the researchers. Despite these issues, other studies have also tried to develop the use of online audiovisual technologies or applications as they closely emulate face-to-face interactions. Studies have highlighted the need to employ practical adaptations such as reminders, prior assessments of participants’ technological capacity and provision of technical support as needed. In our experience, there were minimal technical difficulties encountered in each session, and this can be attributed to the chosen platform. The provision of technical support from an IT specialist or in our case, the notetaker, proved to be sufficient in handling technical difficulties on both ends. Our pragmatic approach of limiting the number of participants in each focus group mirrors approaches of other research teams. Limiting the number of participants eases participant management and engagement but we nevertheless could not overcome challenges related to the visibility of participants on the computer screen. Toggling screens to see several participants entails forgoing an ability to watch everyone at once; we therefore sensed that we were missing valuable non-verbal cues, which is vital to successful FGDs.

The technical aspects discussed in this paper were minor contributors to our decision to forego FGDs. Broader environmental aspects proved to be a major deciding factor, one that we as researchers did not fully appreciate until we encountered the aforementioned challenges. The drawbacks of higher dropout rates and participants being distracted by their physical environment have been echoed in studies from the UK and the USA. In our experience, participants who were distracted during the session were more prone to dropout early, giving other participants leeway to do the same. Additionally, while background noise could be mitigated by muting participants, distractions brought about by video projections (in our case, doing household chores, putting children to sleep and on-screen appearances by others in the household) proved to be challenging and could not easily be mitigated without compromising discussion. Further evaluation is needed with respect to participant environment, how to better mitigate challenges in advance and whether a forced removal from remote FGD sessions should be imposed, in the event that uncontrollable distractions arise.

While some researchers have argued that remote FGDs could be a promising alternative or complement to in-person FGDs, our experiences suggest otherwise. Study topic, setting, and population might account for some of these differences and therefore merit careful consideration. The use of online platforms and social media applications (such as the FBMR) for remote data collection has proven helpful in reaching broader audiences, but requires close cooperation with ethical review boards to ensure that privacy and confidentiality are maintained. Our field experience suggests that remote FGDs, using audiovisual applications, might be a very worthwhile approach but that it can also be an exhausting and intense process that ultimately does not serve to answer a given research question.

**Limitations and opportunities for further research**

We are aware of the controversies surrounding the use of FB to collect people’s personal data. The current legal discourse around the ownership of private data on social networks (particularly FB) is complicated, and merits discourse that rests beyond the scope of this paper. Our data collection was done via FBMR, with the consent of participants (see informed consent form in online supplemental file 2). We have no knowledge and have found no reliable sources that could outline whether FB records video chats such as those done in FBMR. We ensured, however, that neither the information about the FGD sessions nor information about the participants was posted publicly. The recordings we gathered from the FGD sessions, for the purpose of transcription and data analysis, were recorded using an external application.
These video clippings served as data and were therefore accessible to the research team. More practical adaptations could respond to calls for more insight into how we can address overwhelming concerns regarding privacy and confidentiality.

CONCLUSION
The COVID-19 pandemic forces us to revisit approaches to collecting qualitative data, particularly FGDs.\(^4\)\(^5\) The collection of qualitative data—whether via chat or text-based methods, synchronous or asynchronous, video and/or audio-based approaches, interviews, FGDs or observations—is needed more than ever to ensure that the complexities of family and community health perspectives are seen, heard, documented and translated into programmes and policies.

Shifting from face-to-face to remote FGDs has proven challenging for us, and thus requires enhanced training and test runs to achieve optimal results. FGDs using FBMR are possible, but challenges in participant retention and engagement are considerable and tough to mitigate as participants’ environmental distractions often overpower the flow of the discussion. This is especially true when aiming to engage study populations that often live in close quarters with individuals who are likely to be disruptive (children). Furthermore, we encountered ethical complexities in terms of maintaining participants’ anonymity. In our experiences to date, we are not aware of privacy violations. However, continuous discussions with ethical review boards are critical to ensure that the basic tenets of privacy and confidentiality are maintained.

Despite our efforts to apply a series of adaptations to continue data collection, we ultimately decided that in the current lockdown situation, remote FGDs were not a viable method to address our study objectives. We hope that our experiences will spark a discourse on how to conduct ethical and trustworthy qualitative research during a pandemic, and will promote further development and validation of methodological approaches.
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Supplementary Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Built-in Features</th>
<th>FB Messenger Room</th>
<th>Zoom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Participant is in full control of video</td>
<td>Host is in full control; host can turn it off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker/Microphone</td>
<td>Host can mute all participants, only participants can unmute themselves</td>
<td>Host can mute participants, only participants can unmute themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Usage</td>
<td>Approx. 300 mb per hour †</td>
<td>Approx. 810 mb per hour ††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription and Fees</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free for users, paid plan required for FGD host in case the duration should exceed 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy and Security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging-in</td>
<td>Anyone given the link to the room (with and without FB Messenger account) can join the room</td>
<td>Anyone given the link/Meeting ID and Password (with and without Zoom account) can join the room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymity of participants</td>
<td>No option to change username as participants use their FB/FB Messenger accounts to log in. Users without an account (or who wish to remain anonymous) can 'log-in as guest' and can choose a new username for the discussion</td>
<td>Participants can change their Caller ID prior to logging-in. Host can rename participants and can disable or enable the participants from changing their Caller ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone can see the list of participants in the meeting</td>
<td>Everyone can see the list of participants in the meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removing Participants</td>
<td>The host can remove (uninvited) participants, even after the meeting has started. The meeting can be locked to prevent new participants (invited or not) from entering</td>
<td>The host can remove (uninvited) participants, even after the meeting has started. The meeting can be locked to prevent new participants (invited or not) from entering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants can invite other people to join</td>
<td>Participants can invite other people to join</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Capacity</td>
<td>Maximum of 50 participants</td>
<td>Maximum of 100 participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Limit</td>
<td>No time limit</td>
<td>Time limit of 40 minutes for group sessions, no time limit with paid plans†*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>Meetings can be scheduled ahead of time</td>
<td>Meetings can be scheduled ahead of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>Android, PC, Apple, Mac Can be accessed via internet browser, FB or Messenger software, or mobile application Internet speed should be a minimum of 500kbps, and 1.5mbps for an HD quality video ††</td>
<td>Android, PC, Apple, Mac Can be accessed via internet browser (mobile web browsers are not supported) [40], or Zoom software/mobile application Internet speed should be a minimum of 500kbps, and 1.5mbps for an HD quality video ††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Meeting Chats***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Messaging</td>
<td>The host can only disable in-meeting chats when in mobile mode</td>
<td>The host can disable in-meeting chats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Messaging</td>
<td>No private messaging available</td>
<td>Private messaging is available, but can be disabled by the host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording</td>
<td>No recording option available</td>
<td>Recording option available. The host can record the session and enable the participants to record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Sharing</td>
<td>Screen sharing is available both in Mobile and in PC mode</td>
<td>Screen sharing is available both in Mobile and in PC mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†We confirmed the data usage consumption based on our conducted FGDs. Additionally, we refer to: https://www.apps2data.com/insights/how-much-mobile-data-does-video-calling-use/ ††https://www.reviews.org/internet-service/how-much-data-does-zoom-use/ **Opening the link via a private browser works and allows the user to choose a different username or alias once entering the room, thereby bolstering privacy and confidentiality. †*Limited time for Zoom free subscription. Unlimited meeting duration for paid plans. HTTP://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362023-System-requirements-for-Windows-macOS-and-Linux#:~:text=Bandwidth%20requirements%20for%20Facebook%20video%20calling%20is%201.8Mbps%20(up%2Fdown),%20(prefer%20a%20variant%20of%20Skype%20traffic). ***In-meeting group chat is available in previous versions of the FB Messenger.
Project SALUBONG
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines & University of Heidelberg, Germany

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION INFORMATION SHEET

Title of the study: SALUBONG: Building Vaccine Confidence via Empathy and Narrative in the Philippines

Names of Investigators:

Philippines Principal Investigator:

Germany Principal Investigator:

Name of Sponsor: The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

Dear study participant,

We are asking for your participation in a study which is designed to explore perceptions of the public health system in relation to vaccines, the perceptions of vaccines in general, and to develop new ways of communicating information related to vaccination. This research has been reviewed by the Heidelberg University Ethics Committee and the Research Institute for Tropical Medicine - Institutional Review Board (RITM-IRB). This study is supported by the Bill and Melinda Gates Grand Challenges foundation. The following text provides you with information on the background and procedure of the study. Please read this form carefully. If you have any questions, please ask us. If you decide to participate in this research you will be asked to sign a consent form. A copy of the signed form will be provided to you for your record.

The purpose of this project is to develop a better understanding of parents and community health workers’ perceptions, attitudes and experiences of childhood vaccinations. The information you provide may help us to develop ways of communicating information to parents who are making choices regarding the vaccination of their children.

Study Procedures
A focus group discussion will be conducted. It is a kind of group discussion that gathers together people from similar backgrounds to discuss a particular topic. Participants for the said activity are parents/caretakers or minors aged 15-17 with children under-five or Barangay Health Workers. You were purposively selected to be part of this activity. Should you agree to participate, you will be invited in a discussion with other residents of your community with the qualifications mentioned above. Each focus group will be conducted by a trained and experienced focus group moderator and may be done via face-to-face or online. We will audio- and video-record the focus group, and an investigator will also take notes. Each focus group (containing 5-8 participants) will last about 60 minutes. Once the recorded data has been transcribed, it will be anonymized, i.e., none of the recorded data can be linked to any of the participants in the focus groups. After the focus group discussion has been written down, the recording will be destroyed. The data will be analyzed by the coordinating institution of the study, under the leadership of [name]

Potential risks
There is little risk in participating in this interview. Some participants can feel that the following may be unpleasant or a burden, because the focus group takes too long or the discussion seems unpleasant, you can stop your participation at any time.
Potential benefits
There are no direct benefits to you. However, this information will be used to guide the way we communicate information about vaccinations to parents in the Philippines. Study results will be presented to stakeholders from the different levels of health care system sometime in early 2021.

Data protection
By signing the informed consent form, you declare that you agree that the principal investigator and his team members collect and process data that is generated in the focus group that you will participate in. We will be assigning you with identification number to keep your participation confidential. The audio- and video-recorded data will be stored on a secure server and will be password protected. All data collected during the focus group, including the audio- and video-recorded data, will be destroyed within five years of collection. The audio- and video-recordings will be deleted as soon as they have been transcribed and the transcripts will contain no information that will allow for the identification of the individual participants. Only members of the research team will have access to the data. We may publish the results of this research, but we will keep any identifying information confidential. This study will comply with the implementing rules and regulations of Philippines RA No. 10173, known as the Data Privacy Act of 2012, to ensure protection of data generated in the research study from any unlawful intervention.

Honorarium and costs
There will be no costs for participation in the study nor will you will be paid. However, we will reimburse the cost of your transportation in attending the focus group discussion (FGD). Likewise, we will be giving refreshments or snacks after the discussion. If done online, we will reimburse the cost incurred from using your mobile data via load cards.

Voluntariness
Participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right – without giving reasons – not to participate in this study, to cancel your given consent, and to terminate your study participation at any time. You have the right to decline to participate before, during or after engaging in this study. Likewise, you can cancel your agreement to process the data collected for this study. Should you decide not to join in this activity, it will not affect your standing in the community nor your rights to any services from the health centre. In case you have further questions, please contact the principal investigators at any time.

Contact for questions
Please feel free to ask about anything you do not understand. Take as much time as you need before you make a decision. If you have any questions about the research, you can ask the research staff authorized by the Philippines Research Institute for Tropical Medicine and University of Heidelberg:

This research has been reviewed and approved by Heidelberg University Ethics Committee and RITM Institutional Review Board, which are the committees whose task is to make sure that research participants are protected from harm. If you have questions about your rights as research participants, please feel free to contact:

(details removed in compliance to data privacy)
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS: INFORMED CONSENT FORM

With my signature, I agree to voluntarily participate in this study. I confirm that I have received the participant information sheet. I received explanations, was able to ask questions and my questions were answered satisfactorily. With my signature, I agree that the focus group discussions that I will participate in will be recorded.

I am giving my voluntary consent to participate in this research.

Name of Participant

Signature or thumb print of Participant

Date of Signing

Place of Signing

WITNESS (IN CASE THE PARTICIPANT CANNOT READ)

I attest that I have seen and heard the reading and discussion of this document to the participant named above. I also confirm that she was given the opportunity to ask questions and were answered to her satisfaction. I also attest that she/he has provided her/his verbal consent to participate in the study.

Name of Witness

Signature of Witness

Date of Signing

Place of Signing

PERSON OBTAINING CONSENT

I confirm that I have read this document to the participant and discussed its contents with her/him. I have given her/him the opportunity to ask questions and answered the questions to the best of my ability. I also confirm that s/he gave her/his verbal consent to join in the study.

Name of Person Obtaining Consent

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent

Date of Signing

Place of Signing